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1.

Go to VoteForGinny.com and declare that you will vote for Ginny
Caligiuri by filling out the form.
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2.

Decide if you will vote on June 5, by Absentee Ballot, or call your
county auditor about early voting beginning May 7. There is a link for
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getting an Absentee Ballot at VoteForGinny.com
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IMPORTANT
*Request a Republican Primary Ballot
*Spell the Name Correctly (print clearly)
* Fill in the Bubble
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You may want to keep a copy of this sheet for spelling
purposes. For a write in campaign, correct spelling
is essential.
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3.

Get friends to declare their vote as well at VoteForGinny.com.
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4.

Direct people to VoteForGinny.com through social media, phone calls,
email, etc.
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5.

Make copies of this sheet to hand out to conservative friends, or email
the digital version to every person you know who is: pro-life, pro
Christian, pro-Israel, pro-2nd Amendment, pro-Constitution, protraditional marriage, etc.
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